Additive effect of luminance and color cues in generation of neon color spreading.
A series of experiments were designed to examine how luminance and color cues influence the occurrence of neon color spreading for the Ehrenstein pattern plus the cross pattern. The proportion of "see" responses for color spreading was obtained for different combinations of the luminance and color of the pattern components. The following were obtained. (1) Increase in the luminance of the inducing pattern and/or the color difference between the cross and the inducing pattern raised the proportion of "see" responses for color spreading. This implies that luminance and color signals additively contribute to the generation of the color spreading, but in different ways. (2) The "iso-spreading contours" for the generation of color spreading were determined on the two-dimensional isoluminant plane composed of the L-M and S-(L+M) axes. The contours were approximately described by rotated quadratic or ellipse functions. The additive interaction within the chromatic systems [the L-M system and the S-(L+M) system] was less significant than that across the luminance and chromatic systems. (3) The pattern of the experimental results could not be explained straightforwardly by existing models.